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Robert Allan Ltd. 

A REVIEW OF BAT FOR A 
SENTINEL TUG STATIONED AT 
HINCHINBROOK ENTRANCE 

Vessel Escort and Response Plan: “Hinchinbrook Tug – A 
vessel (PWS, PRT, or Theriot Class) capable of ocean escort 
and rescue service. The vessel is stationed in the vicinity of 
Hinchinbrook Entrance to provide assistance as a Sentinel 
escort for tankers in ballast transiting Hinchinbrook Entrance, 
and laden tankers transiting into or out of the Gulf of Alaska to 
17 miles of Cape Hinchinbrook. This vessel may also be utilized 
as a close escort for laden tankers transiting through 
Hinchinbrook Entrance." 

SENTINEL TUG AS DEFINED IN VERP 
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ESCORT TUG BEST AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY (BAT) 

Robert Allan Ltd. was retained to review the current BAT in 
Escort Tug technology and perform a Gap Analysis of the 
SERVS Fleet against that current BAT.  
A review of the requirements for a "Sentinel Tug" stationed at 
Hinchinbrook Entrance was required by this contract. This report 
constitutes the findings of this separate study. 

There are no specific regulatory requirements for this type of 
rescue tug. 

•  One: Conventional twin-screw or ASD tugs must have a 
nominal static Bollard Pull (BP) of not less than 119 tons in 
order to satisfy Rescue Towing criteria for a 193,000 DWT 
tanker.  

•  Four: A formal drift study is recommended that accounts for 
the precise influence of wind, waves and currents on a 
disabled tanker on a time domain basis to verify that 17 miles 
is the correct offshore tanker transit distance during which the 
Sentinel Tug should remain in standby. 

CONCLUSIONS 
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•  Six: Motions-related accelerations aboard the Sentinel Tug 
should not exceed 0.07G (lateral) and 0.15G (vertical) in the 
90th percentile of wind and sea conditions encountered in the 
Gulf of Alaska (Sea State 6 or lower) to ensure crew safety 
and comfort. 

•  Seven B:  The use of a towing winch with an automatic 
rendering capability at a prescribed tension is worth 
considering for such an application. 

CONCLUSIONS 

•  Eight: To satisfy BAT, a Sentinel Tug should have omni-
directional propulsion and be able to execute a zero speed, 
360° turn within no more than 110% of its own length, and 
within no more than 60 seconds.  

•  Eleven: The main towing gear for the Sentinel Tug should 
have components rated according to the recommendations 
above, in particular with regard to having a Design Load of at 
least 3 x Bollard Pull. 

CONCLUSIONS 
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•  Fourteen: The ETT (Nanuq) tugs as presently configured lack 
the power, speed and towing gear to perform the Sentinel Tug 
role effectively. 

•  Fifteen: The PRT (Aware) class tugs are sufficiently large and 
powerful for the Sentinel Tug role; however, their main 
towlines are not quite as strong as recommended.  

•  Sixteen: The Theriot Class (Sea Voyager) tug falls short of 
the power recommended for a 193,000 DWT tanker. The 
towing gear falls short of the Design Load criteria used. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Compared to PRT Tugs, the Ideal Sentinel Tug Would: 
•  Be somewhat larger 
•  Have a Z-Tractor or Rotor Tug Configuration  
•  Have heavier towing gear 
•  Have greater firefighting (Fi-Fi) capacity 
•  Have greater oil spill response capability  

PRT Tugs are “not very deficient” in satisfying this role. Strength 
of towing gear is of concern in tankers that are greater than 
125,000 tons. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 


